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HOW NOT GETTING A HAIRCUT OR NOT BUYING NEW CLOTHES CAN EMPOWER YOUR CHILD’S 
JEWISH IDENTITY

This Friday we mark Rosh Chodesh Menachem Av – the first day of the new month of Av but also the beginning of the 9 Day 

mourning period leading up to Tisha B’Av. As the cycle of the year turns once again to these days of commemoration and 

memory of our people’s history, we look to take lessons to help us build a brighter future and herald the Geulah which we pray for 

as we have done so for two thousand years. 

Feeling the connection to a Beit Hamikdash we lost two millennia in the past is not easy for a 

Jew in the 21st century. There can be many more compelling news updates, images, videos, 

and texts hitting our screens every moment. Pressing issues of our times occupy our minds. 

It can be hard to tap into the sense of loss and tragedy of the Three Weeks - our loss of 

sovereignty over our homeland for so long, the destruction of the House of Hashem, the 

pain, and calamities that our exile and persecution brought us. After all, we live in the free 

world! We are contributing and proud citizens of Australia! We have physical and spiritual 

bounty from which to grow and prosper! 

Our Sages ז"ל recognised that we need to commemorate our national calamity in a unified 

way that outwardly expresses our pain for the Churban and our yearning for the Beit 

Hamikdash. Echoing the Halachot of mourning when losing a loved one, in the Three Weeks 

we enter a period where Halacha requires that we abstain from celebrating smachot, 

listening to live music, cutting our hair, or shaving and purchasing new clothing. 
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ANNOUNCEMENTSMAZAL TOVS:
To the Siegal family of the birth of a baby girl, Olivia.

To the Nachman family on the birth of a baby boy.

 May you continue to have Nachat from your families.

BAR/BAT MITZVAH REGISTRATION:
Please remember to register the date of your son or daughter's Bar/Bat Mitzvah with Lynda Pilalis at Reception on 9528 
4911 or email l.pilalis@yavneh.vic.edu.au

NINE DAYS OF JEWISH EDUCATION
AVIGAIL WONDER, Head of Secondary

DATES FOR 
YOUR DIARY

AUGUST

Wed 3  Australian Maths   
 Competition

Fri 5  Year 8 Winter Round  
 Robin

Sun 7  Tisha B'av (Fast)

Thu 11  VTAC Night

Mon 15  Year 7 Winter Round  
 Robin

Tue 16  ELC Parent Teacher  
 Conferences

 Performing & Visual  
 Arts Festival

Wed 17  Performing & Visual  
 Arts Festival

CANDLE LIGHTING:  
Parshat Matot-Massei

Light Candles: 5:12pm
Shabbat Ends: 6:12pm

mailto:l.pilalis%40yavneh.vic.edu.au?subject=
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In the Nine Days we intensify this mourning to include refraining from bathing for pleasure, wearing freshly laundered clothing and 

consuming meat/wine. Finally on Tisha B’av, we enact the most powerful expressions of mourning by refraining from wearing 

leather shoes, sitting on low stools, no self-care such as applying ointments or bathing, no eating and drinking and no study of 

Torah. 

As we progress in the escalation of mourning during this period, we can see that in some way this is the opposite of how 

someone mourns the loss of their loved one (lo aleinu). In the case of the loss of a family member, the mourning begins with great 

intensity until the burial, then the period of Shiva and then gradually decreases through the period of the Shloshim and – in the 

case of a parent – the year until the Yahrtzeit. 

With Tisha B’Av, our mourning grows and intensifies through the Three Weeks until Tisha B’Av. One can speculate that this is to 

help us prepare, reflect, and connect with the themes around the Churban of the Beit Hamikdash. Halacha recognises that we 

need time to feel connected to our history.

What we can we learn from these Halachot and practices that helps us – teachers and parents – in educating our children? 

Firstly, we cannot underestimate the power of outward physical expressions or practices that often allow us to connect or identify 

with deep ideas. For generations as a people, we have commemorated the loss of our Temples and kept our identity strong. 

Though the practices and laws of this period seem focussed on the externalities of mourning, one might be mistaken by thinking 

that Halacha doesn’t seem to consider the emotions that this period should evoke. Rather, it is through the physical practices that 

Halacha teaches us that we can model and demonstrate our connection to our story and past - to ourselves, each other, and our 

children. The Nine Days and Three Weeks are a time to show our children how in touch we are with the Jewish calendar and our 

Jewish story. How your story today – here in Melbourne – is shaped by Tisha B’Av. 

Secondly, through keeping the Halachot of the Three Weeks and Nine Days we show our children that Judaism is a full package 

of how we live our lives. It’s not only in the celebrations where we identify as Jews and attain our meaning – it is also in the 

difficulties. We provide them more richness and layers to their Jewishness than Shabbat and Chagim – but the completeness of 

Jewish practice in good times and in hard times. 

Lastly, in keeping these Halachot we can truly yearn for the days that are coming where these days will turn into days of gladness 

and rejoicing. Where we will celebrate the rebuilding of the Beit Hamikdash and the reunification of our people in Eretz Yisrael. We 

can yearn for the days of the Geulah when we tap into the feelings of Galut. We tell our children ‘One day we won’t need to 

observe these Halachot, nor fast on Tisha B’Av.’ 

The Gemara tells us that 

”:ׇכּל ַהִמְּתַאֵבּל ַעל יְרּוָשַׁליִם — זֹוֶכה וְרֹוֶאה ְבִּשְׂמָחָתּה" תענית ל

“Whoever mourns for Jerusalem will merit and see her future joy” Taanit 30b 

As we begin the Nine Days this week, we sincerely pray that יהפכו ימים אלו לששון ולשמחה – that this period will – this year – 

become a period of happiness and celebration with the rebuilding of our 3rd Temple in Jerusalem

Shabbat Shalom 

CONTINUED
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WEEKLY DVAR TORAH - MATOT-MASSEI

DANNY GOLD, Head of Year 11 & eLearning Co-ordinator

At the cusp of entering Eretz Yisrael, two of the tribes approached Moshe with a request that had the potential to generate 

much tension and conflict. The tribes of Gad and Reuven requested to remain on the east of the Jordan, arguing that they had 

accumulated much cattle, and that the land was very fertile and would be able to sustain them and all their vast property. Moshe 

feared that they lacked the proper desire and love for Hashem’s promised Land of Israel and additionally, were letting down the 

other tribes by not pitching in with the war effort in conquering of the land. 

Thankfully, through discussion and negotiation between Moshe and the two tribes, these issues were resolved in a respectful and 

dignified fashion. 

The Mishna quotes Moshe’s instructions to the tribes of Gad and Reuven that והייתם נקיים מה’ ומישראל, that we not only have to 

make sure that what we do is right in the eyes of Hashem, we also have to make sure that it is right in the eyes of people. This is 

the source for the concept of marit ayin (the way an action appears to others). Moshe may have understood from the outset that 

these two tribes had the best of intensions to do the right thing, but they also needed to be seen to be doing the right thing. It is 

for this reason that Moshe made very public that the two tribes would first cross over with the rest of the nation and take a leading 

role in the battles that lay ahead, all before they would settle in their own homes on the east of the Jordan. Rav Soloveitchik noted 

that we see from here that we are not the owners of our own reputation. We can’t just do what we want to do. We have to consider 

how what we do will influence others and the impact that our own actions have on others.

The Midrash, in Kohelet Rabba, presents a special perspective on a person’s name:

“A person has three names: one that he is called by his father and mother; one that people know him by, and one that he acquires 

for himself.”

Consider the many relationships you have in your life: your parents, peers and teachers, what “name” do they give you, how you 

are you perceived by them. Finally, think about the impact and influence you have on them through your actions. No doubt, you 

are way more impactful than you think!

Shabbat Shalom

Uniform Shop orders can be made via flexischools at present or contactless deliveries via the guardhouse.

SECOND HAND UNIFORMS
 
The YPO Second Hand Uniform Shop welcomes your 
donations of pre-loved uniforms in good condition.
 All proceeds from sales support our Yavneh children via YPO 
projects.

Contact Hayley Jaffe (hayley@wilcorehealth.com.au or 
WhatsApp 0409 138 949) if you wish to buy or donate pre-
loved uniforms.

UNIFORM SHOP NEWS

The ordering system is in place for your convenience. Use Flexischools to order uniforms.

Join over 350 members in the Yavneh 2nd Hand Uniform & 
Books Facebook group https://www.facebook.com/groups/
yavnehuniform/ to buy and sell your pre-loved uniforms, books 
or extra-curricular gear (eg. ballet, karate, cricket kit). Please 
restrict the sales and requests to items relevant to education.

Please note: The YPO will no longer be accepting secondhand 
books but you are welcome to buy, swap and sell them via the 
Facebook page.

Please let Lynda Pilalis @ l.pilalis@yavneh.vic.edu.au know if any ex-students have made Aliya, so we can update the Aliya Honour Board.

ALIYAH HONOUR BOARD

mailto:hayley@wilcorehealth.com.au
https://www.facebook.com/groups/yavnehuniform/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/yavnehuniform/
mailto:l.pilalis%40yavneh.vic.edu.au?subject=
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A CHILD'S INNOCENCE
CHARLENE ORWIN, Head of Yavneh Early Learning Centre

Have you ever noticed at a certain age we stop playing and become more attuned to responsibilities and to things that need to 

get done?

If you have the chance to watch or be with a child, you will notice the authenticity, vulnerability, laughter, tears and pure joy that 

they indulge in. Working in an environment such as an ELC gives us, as educators, the gift of being in the presence of children. 

When engaging with children, one has the ability to be more present: watching their moves, conversations, humour and most of 

all play.

Our world is going through some crazy times at present. Covid-19, war in Ukraine, strange illnesses popping up everywhere, 

bizarre weather across the globe and far too many uncertainties. I think it is fair to state that many are feeling anxious and 

insecure. Many are feeling scared and uncertain and many are feeling vulnerable and exposed. So my message to all of us is 

to try our best to find the inner child in oneself  -the child who looks at the world through innocent eyes and appreciates all the 

beauty and positivity that lies before them. If we, as adults, can incorporate this child-like innocence into our daily lives: we can 

learn to live more from the heart. When the heart softens, we can then truly feel, connect and smile. What kids naturally embrace, 

is being in the moment and not having another care in the world when they are engaged.

A CHILD'S INNOCENCE

A child's innocence

is because they are fresh and 

new

A child's innocence

is because they have not yet 

seen evil debut

A child's innocence

is because they are still pure

A child's innocence

is because they have been 

unchallenged for sure

A child's innocence

is because their life is so 

beautiful and clear

A child's innocence

is because they were not yet 

taught about fear

A child's innocence

is because they have not yet 

been taught to hate

A child's innocence

is because they are still loved 

with debate

A child's innocence

is something to that we 

should cherish

A child's innocence

is somthing that should not 

perish

A child's innocence

is our last hope

A child's innocence

could teach us to cope
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MATHEMATICAL EXPERIENCES IN PREP

Developing children’s early Mathematical skills, introduces 

them to concepts and thinking strategies that are essential 

in everyday life and play an important part in children’s 

development as successful learners.

Children delight in using Mathematics to solve a problem. As 

their confidence grows, they will start noticing patterns, finding 

creative approaches to solve problems, and learning to explore 

and explain their ideas clearly. 

A systematic approach to teaching, through engaging child 

centred tasks, will motivate and empower children to build 

confidence in key learning areas. This week in Maths we 

explored number 14 and found different ways to make 14. 

Learning in Mathematics involves visualisation, play and 

investigation.

PREP LITERACY THROUGH ART

Through the InitiaLit program, children experience explicit 

teaching through a quality story book. They learn three new 

vocabulary words per book and do engaging activities to 

help them understand when and how to use those words. 

They discuss the themes surrounding the book and learn 

how stories relate to their own world. These sessions 

provide opportunities for children to use new words, develop 

comprehension and a love of literature. Specifically teaching 

children new words has a positive impact on enhancing future 

comprehension.

This week in the library we read ‘The very Hungry Bear’ by 

Nick Bland and discussed how the hungry bear and polar 

bear helped each other. The children painted and made their 

own bear masks. Thank you to Gail Frame for preparing and 

assisting in the completion of this art activity.

HAPPENING IN PREP 
LOREN PAMENSKY & NICKY KAPUL, Primary General Studies Teachers
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YEAR 5 JEWISH STUDIES
HAYA EPSTEIN, Primary Jewish Studies Teacher

DIVERSITY OF THE PEOPLE OF ISRAEL

In our "Tziyonut “class, Year 5 have been learning about the diversity of the people of Israel. They have explored how each 

immigrant group that has made Israel their home has brought their own unique heritage, music, food and traditions which overall 

contribute to the rich and diverse Israeli culture.

To consolidate their learning, students had a lot of fun creating dolls out of recycled materials which depict artistically the different 

types of people who live in Israel. 

Reflecting on this unit, the students said:

Ella Grace Potash - I really enjoyed making my doll because I love designing and because I learnt what a soldier wear.

Jacob Zilberman - Making the dolls was a lot of fun. I made the Chief Commander of the Army and adding detail was the best part.

Salvador Gontmakher - I loved doing a hands-on activity and making a doll. I chose a Chayal coming from battle. My greatest 

challenge was paying attention to detail, but I loved being creative with my design.

Rebeka Michaeli, Evie Teleki and Jemma Fleischmann - We were learning about the different Jews who came to Israel and 

those who live there. When they came , they wore their traditional garb. There were Yemenite Jews, Iraqi Jews, Russian and Indian 

Jews and many more. We made Yemenite Jews using a bottle. We dressed the body in fabric and added scarves and jewellery. 

The product was incredible and so much fun to make.
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THE THREE WEEKS - ולירושלים עירך ברחמים תשוב
ETTIE SPIGELMAN, Primary Jewish Studies Teacher

The three-week period that begins with the fast of the 17th of Tammuz and culminates with 

Tisha B’Av is known simply as “The Three Weeks.” It is a time of grieving for the destruction 

of both the First and Second Bait HaMikdash in Yerushalayim. This mourning period was first 

mentioned in the Book of Zechariah  the Prophets and, since then, it has been observed as a 

period of sadness.

The Jewish calendar is an important part of our curriculum in Jewish studies.

We learn

• To know and understand the מצוה of קידוש החודש.

• To know and understand the structure of the Jewish calendar.

• To know the names of the months in the correct order. 

• To know and understand the significance of each month.

• To know and understand the special days and חגים of each month 

We encourage learners to

• • Use resources to further their knowledge 

• • Reinforce גימטרייה to be able to use the calendar correctly

At the start of Semester Two students continued practising the structure of the Jewish 

calendar focusing on the month of תמוז with the learning focusing on the Three-Weeks. The 

students learned from a variety of resources including the visual display prepared for them on 

the bulletin board in the corridor outside their classroom.
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This week, Yavneh embraced its Poreyach – flourishing – theme 

anew. Our beautiful Poreyach mural was completed and hung 

in the secondary corridor. We began preparing this mural in the 

first semester. Students in both primary and secondary school 

created multicoloured origami flowers. Each flower symbolises 

our individual potential and unique abilities When we attached 

all the flowers to the same board, we can create something 

beautiful together. This collaborative effort is emblematic of our 

collective potential, and the wonderful goals we can achieve 

when we work to flourish together. 

First, mazel tov to Carlia Slade for her brilliant performance in the VCAA 

Plain English-Speaking Award competition, which took place at the 

Wheelers Centre in the city. As mentioned in an earlier edition of Kesher, 

Carlia competed against students from 8 other schools and made it to the 

state final. Both her prepared (The flaws in the current education system) 

and impromptu (sexism and misogyny) speeches were delivered with 

passion and humour, impressing both adjudicators and members of the 

audience. 

The VCAA Plain English-Speaking Award is a yearly competition and if you 

are in currently in Yr. 11 and would like to enter the competition next year, 

speak to your English teacher. 

OTHER EXCITING NEWS! 

On Tuesday 26th July 2022, we officially launched Scribe Tribe, a writing 

club which will be run by members of the English department every 

Tuesday (Week 2) in the secondary library. A recent Instagram post by 

Adam Grant, an American author, effectively expresses our message to 

students about Scribe Tribe:

Writing isn't what you do after you have an idea. It's how you develop an inkling into an insight.

Turning thoughts into words sharpens reasoning. What's fuzzy in your head is clear on the page.

"I'm not a writer" shouldn't stop you from writing. Writing is a tool for thinking."

Joining Scribe Tribe will give you opportunities to enter different writing competitions and the possibility of winning amazing 

prizes. 

POREYACH
SARAH WINTHROPE, Jewish Life Educator

THE ENGLISH DEPARTMENT HAS HAD A BUSY START TO THE TERM!
KAROUNA MUDDAPAH, Head of English
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CONTINUED
HERE IS A SNAPSHOT OF THE PRIZES 😊

Short Story Awards

Open

3,000 word limit 

No age restriction 

First Prize: $1000 

Second Prize: $600 

Third Prize: $400

Senior Secondary School

1,000 word limit 

Year 10 to 12 

First Prize: $500 shopping voucher

Junior Secondary School

500 word limit 

Year 7 to 9 

Prize: $400 shopping voucher

Poetry Awards

Open

60 Line limit 

No age restriction 

First Prize: $1000 

Second Prize: $600 

Third Prize: $400

Senior Secondary School

30 line limit 

Year 10 to 12 

First Prize: $500 shopping voucher

Junior Secondary School

10 line limit 

Year 7 to 9 

Prize: $400 shopping voucher

Speak to your English teacher if you want to be part of this exciting writing adventure and have fun with a pen! 

LIVE PERFORMANCE OF KEY SCENES FROM THE CRUCIBLE AND THE DRESSMAKER

As part of their study of Unit 4, comparative analysis of texts, year 12 students watched a live performance of key scenes from The 

Crucible and The Dressmaker by Complete Works Theatre. They impressed the performers with their insightful comments and 

questions on the texts. 
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Woodworking  
To enhance the Shabbat experience, students will be creating and 
designing their own challah boards

Who: Years 5-7 | When: Tuesday|  

Time: 4.15-5.15pm | Where: Beit Midrash | Sign up Via Compass Events

TERM 3 CLUBSJEWISH LIFE  
presents:

Monday
Omanut  
Through project-based learning, students will undertake a Jewish art 
project and work together to build, create and design their original 
masterpieces.

Who: Years 3-6 | When: Monday | Time: 12.30-1.00pm |  

Where: Beit Midrash

Chess Club  
Students can learn the strategies and refine their skills to become chess 
champions. 

Who: Years 4-6 | When: Monday | Time: 12.30-12.55pm |  

Where: Room 11

Tuesday 

Parsha Plays  
Parsha Plays will meet every Tuesday lunchtime to create a unique 
play based on the contents of the parsha to be performed at the Rosh 
Chodesh assembly. This will provide an opportunity for students to enjoy 
themselves while growing and learning the parsha.

Who: Years 1-4 | When: Tuesday | Time: 12.30-1.00pm |  

Where: Beit Midrash

Wednesday

Mischakim  
From Back to The Temple Monopoly to Mitzvah Match and many 
games in between, every Wednesday students can play Jewish games 
individually or in small groups, learning and having fun simultaneously. 

Who: Years 2-4 | When: Wednesday | Time: 12.30-1.00pm |  

Where: Beit Midrash

Thursday  

TnT  
To extend the upper Primary in their Torah learning, students will receive 
afternoon tea and delve deeper into the teachings of key personalities 
who shaped Jewish thought.  

Who: Years 5-6 | When: Thursday | Time: 12.30-1.00pm |  

Where: Beit Midrash

PRIMARY CLUBS

LUNCHTIME CLUBS:

בס”ד

Jewish life General Studies

LEIBLER
YAVNEH
COLLEGE

Jewish Life clubs will commence July 25Jewish Life clubs will commence July 25

AFTERSCHOOL CLUBS:

Please note:
• Please note:
• Jewish Life lunchtime and afterschool clubs for Term 3 

commence 25th July 
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Thursday

J-words
Students will enjoy a range of Parsha themed word games, from Scrabble 

to Bananagrams and all word-related fun in between. 

Who: Years 7-8 | When: Thursday | Time:1.10-1.30pmm |  

Where: Beit Midrash

Cooking Up Shabbat Spirit 
In preparation for Shabbat, students can make cholent together with the 
Jewish Life Team to be served to Secondary students at Friday lunchtime, 
enhancing the Shabbat spirit. 

Who: Years 7-12 | When: Thursday  | Time: 1.10-1.40pm |  

Where: Benches outisde Hamakom

RECESS CLUBS:

929  
Students will learn extra Tanach regularly, to complete all 929 Prakim of 
Tanach in three years. Each session will be accompanied by delicious 
lunchtime snacks.  

Who: Years 7-12 | When: Monday-Friday recess  | Time: 10.55-11.15am |  

Where: Beit Midrash

AFTERSCHOOL CLUBS:

Homework Club  
Students have the opportunity to access support for their homework 
across various subjects from high achieving, ex-Collegian staff volunteers. 

Who: Years 7-12 | When: Monday & Tuesdays  | Time: 4:15-5:15pm |  

Where: Room 24

Sport Mishmar  
Students will have the opportunity to enjoy a social, sporting experience 

accompanied by a BBQ and in-depth learning. 

Who: Years 7-12 | When: Once per term (to be advised) |  

Time: 4.15-5.00pm | Where: Multipurpose courts

Monday

Rav Berlin’s Breakfast Shiur   
Students will learn Mesechet Ta’anit cover to cover over the year, giving 

them the unique opportunity of completing a Mesechet of Gemara.

Who: Years 7-12 | When: Monday & Thursday | Time: 7.30-8.15am |  

Where: Beit Midrash

AV Club  
The AV club is for students that want to enhance their knowledge 
of audio/visual in various aspects of the college , which include : 
Assisting with Tech in assemblies and other Yavneh functions, school 
videography and photography assistance, audio tech understanding 
with our audio technician. 

Who: Years 7-12 | When: Monday | Time: 1.10-1.50pm |  

Where: Media room 

Tuesday 

Chalutzim im Chamutzim  
Chalutzim im Chamutzim, meaning pioneers and pickles, will be a space 
where students discuss topical issues in Israel over different types of 
pickles each week.

Who: Years 7-12 | When: Tuesday | Time: 1.10-1.45pm |  

Where: Beit Midrash

Scribe Tribe  
Students in the Scribe Tribe will have amazing opportunities to enter 
writing competitions and workshop their pieces with a member of the 
English department. Scribe Tribe will refine their writing skills whilst being in 
the running to win literary prizes.  

Who: Years 7-12 | When: Tuesday Week 2 | Time: 1.10-1.45pm |  

                             Where: Secondary Library

Wednesday 

Beit Café  
At Beit Café, students will explore insights into the Parsha each week 
using the midrash and other classic and contemporary sources.  

Who: Years 7-12 | When: Wednesday | Time: 1.30-1.50pm |  

Where: Beit Midrash

STEAM 
STEAM Club will be hosting the CanSat program run by the Victorian 
Space Science Centre. Drones, data, satellites, real-world problems, 
programming, sensors.  

Who: Years 7-12 | When: Wednesday  | Time: 1.10-1.45pm |  

Where: Learning Studio

SECONDARY CLUBS:

LUNCHTIME CLUBS:

Jewish life General Studies

JEWISH LIFE  
presents:

LEIBLERבס”ד
YAVNEH
COLLEGE

Please note:
• Jewish Life lunchtime and afterschool clubs for Term 3 

commence 25th July 
• Afterschool clubs require a 5-student minimum to run 

TERM 3 CLUBS

Jewish Life clubs will commence July 25Jewish Life clubs will commence July 25
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LEIBLER
YAVNEH
COLLEGE

As part of Yavneh’s Enrichment offerings, this year YOU have the chance to compete 
internationally* and receive mentorship from our dedicated staff.

*Subject to COVID travel restrictions.

If any of these exciting opportunities interest you, please let us 
know before 3 August 2022, 6 Av 5782 at:

Chidon Hatanch: Bible Quiz    |   Age: 14-18 on Yom Ha’atzmut 2023

The Chidon offers students the opportunity to delve into the incredible stories 
and characters of the Tanach with the international finals held in Israel* on  
Yom Ha’atzmut!

Last year Yoni Moss and Yoni Shroot placed first and second in the Australian 
National finals, traveling to Israel for the International finals, where Yoni Moss 
came in first place!  

Maimonides Moot Court Competition    |   Age: 14-18 years old

The Maimonides Moot Court offers students an empowering look at the inner 
workings of Jewish law and ethics.

Students are provided a detailed case involving a contemporary ethical 
quandary and work with an advisor appointed by the school to hone their legal 
skills, unpack and present their arguments at a Shabbaton held in America!

Last year our team featured Tahni Paluch, Carlia Slade and Sadie Boroda and 
led by Mrs Segal placed third!

Jerusalem Science Contest    |   Age: Year 10-12

Study and compete internationally, exploring cutting edge science and its 
Judaic relevance. This year’s topic will be on Environmental Sustainability and 
Energy. Awards include prize money and a trip to Israel*!

Last year our students Yoni Shroot and Amira Kascer both competed in the JSC 
with Amira winning the whole competition!

Yahadus: Chidon Mitzvot Australia    |   Age: Year 7-8

In a Yavneh first, this year we are excited to offer the worldwide Yahadus 
competition, based on Rambam’s Sefer Hamitzvot! The competition focuses on 
mastering the 613 Mitzvot and selected Halachot, with a slew of exciting prizes!

https://tinyurl.com/LYCEnrich22

ENRICH YOURSELF

http://tinyurl.com/LYCEnrich22
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1

esafety.gov.au
esafety.gov.au

Learn about TikTok, Instagram, Snapchat and YouTube to help 
your children stay safe online.

Join eSafety’s expert education and training team for a FREE live webinar designed for 
parents and carers of young people aged 8 to 13. 

It will include case studies, research and targeted advice so you can support the young 
people in your life to have safe, enjoyable online experiences.

Monday 1 August: 12:30 to 1:30 pm

Tuesday 16 August: 7:30 to 8:30 pm

Thursday 25 August: 12:30 to 1:30 pm 

Register now: esafety.gov.au/parents/webinars

Dates: (Australian Eastern Standard time)

Popular apps
Free webinar

Join eSafety’s expert education and training team for a FREE live webinar 
designed for parents and carers of young people aged 13 to 18.

Help your teens stay safe by learning how to deal with 
online sexual harassment and image-based abuse.

Online sexual harassment and  
image-based abuse

esafety.gov.au

Register now: esafety.gov.au/parents/webinars

Free webinar

Monday 5 September: 12:30 to 1:30 pm

Wednesday 7 September: 7:30 to 8:30 pm

Dates: (Australian Eastern Standard time)

http://esafety.gov.au/parents/webinars
http://esafety.gov.au/parents/webinars
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www.trybooking.com/CAXGT

7PM |  GARY PEER’S EVENT CENTRE
198 BALACLAVA ROAD

tuesday august 9th 2022

M i z r a c h i  M e l b o u r n e  &  B e i t  M i d r a s h  p r e s e n t s

& WISDOM

The Beit  Midrash team would l ike to invite our Mizrachi  parents,  young 
and old,  to the first  ever,  "Wine & Wisdom"  event .

Please join us for a Cocktail Party  with delicious hot food  and Israel i  
wine  whi lst  being st imulated by  compell ing Jewish topics .

To take place at  the Gary Peer Event Centre  on Balaclava Road.  

$30 early bird | $40 after 22nd July

http://www.trybooking.com/caXGT
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Second	hand	uniform	stock	–	current	as	at	20	July	2022	
	

Sport	T-shirt	-	$15	
Size	4x8	
6x1,	8x1	
12x8,	14x1,	16x1	
XSx4	and	XXLx1	
	
Sport	shorts	-	$15	
8x2,	10x4,	12x2	and	Mx1	
	
Sports	Jumper	(new	style)	-	$35		
4x1,	8x1,	12x3,		Sx1	and	XLx1	
	
Sports	pants	(new	style)	-	$25		-	NONE	
	
“Shell”	jacket	-	$50		-	NONE	
	
Sport	skirt	-	$10	
Size	2x2	
10x1,	12x1,	14x2	and	16x2	
Mx3	
Lx4	
	
Sports	Leggings	-	$5	
6x1,	7x1,	8x3,	12x2	14x1,	XLx1	
	
Bike	shorts	-	$5	
6x3,	7x7,	8x5	&	10x2,	12x1	
	
Jumpers	-	$25/$30		(size/condition)	
4x1,	5x4,	6x1,	7x8,	8x1	9x1	
10x2,	12x6	(	and	2	vests	-	$10)	
14x5		(and	5	vests	-		$10)	
16x3	(and	1	vest	-		$10)	
18x11	
20x5,	22x1	
	
Bags	$25	
Small	(prim	school)	–	x1	(&	1	for	a	“Noah”)	
Large	(sec	school)	–x5	(lighter	blue)	
	
Hats	-	$5	-	NONE					Reading	folders	-	$5x1		
Kippot	-	$5		-	NONE																			Scarf	-	$5x1	
	
	
To	purchase	message	Hayley	Jaffe	via	
FB	Messenger	or	watsapp	0409	138	949	

Girls	summer	dress	-	$20	
Size	4Cx4	
6Cx5,	8Cx8	
10Cx2,	12Cx1,	12x1	
10Ax1	
	
Girls	long	sleeve	shirts	-	$15	
Size	4x12,	6x3	
8x7	
10x6	&	12x1	
AND	Senior	(with	logo)	-	$20	
12x2		
16x3	
	
Girls	winter	tunic	-	$25	
Size	8x3	
10x3	
	
Girls	winter	skirt	-	$25	
Size	12x1,	14x5,	16x2	
18x2	&	22x1	(shortened)	
	
Boys	summer	shorts	-	$15	
Size	3x1.	4x7	(3	not	school	brand)	
6x9	(2	are	adjustable),	7x1	(adjustable?)	
8x8	(2	not	school	brand)	
10x8	(3	not	school	brand)	
12x5	
16x1,	18x1	
32x2,	34x2,	36x1	and	38x1	
	
Boys	summer	shirt	-	$15	
Size	3x1,	4x3,	6x4		
7x3,	8x3		
10x9,	12x8,	14x4	and	Lx1	
	
Boys	winter	(long	sleeve)	shirts	-	$15	
Size	7x2,	8x2,	10x4,	12x10	
14x11,16x2,	18x3	and	Sx3	
	
Boys	Trousers	-	$20	
3x3,	5x2	(adjustable),	6x2	(adjustable)	
8x5	(1	adjustable	skinny)	
10x6	(1	NEXT	brand)	
12x3,		14x2,16x2,	18x2	
32x2,	34x1,	36x1	
38x1,	40x2	

		


